
I enjoyed being in the play because i got to 
hangout with my friends. We had so much 
fun being together. One thing I will always 
remember is all of the black curtains fell  

over during shiny. We just about to try on costumes when the black 
curtains got bumped and they all fell down. I’d like to thank Emma 
for helping me perform Shiny on the Monday morning performance. She 
was so brave and kind. My favorite part of the production was 
hanging out with friends. We got to make so many interesting things. 
During Arts Block we learned how to make a skirts and necklaces 
from different fabric.
My favorite part about arts block was seeing and hangout with my 
friends.



I enjoyed being apart of the production because I had a lot of fun and I learned a lot 
from making skirts to watching my work go up on stage and seeing everyone happy made 
me feel happy. One thing i will always remember is when they first saw their costume. 
They really liked it. I’d like to thank Mrs. Cassias for helping me learn all the steps to 
making the costumes, she helped so much and is so kind to others. I loved to see the play 
to come together, you guys all did a great job!!



I enjoyed being in the play because it was 
really fun to hang out with friends after 
school and learn new things. One thing I 
will always remember is all the memories I 
had with friends and everyone in the play. 
I’d like to thank all the teacher that helped 
me through this journey.



I enjoyed being in the play because it was really fun.
One thing I will always remember is how to work the big spot light.
I’d like to thank Jose for helping me learn the spotlight.



I enjoyed being in the play because I got to work with 
many different people. One thing I will always 

remember was when I nailed one of my songs. Finally I 
would like to thank Mrs. Ria for helping realizes some of 

my mistakes and help me to fix them.   



My favorite part was when Moana went to go see Maui and Maui started singing. 
I liked that part because i liked the beat kinda. In arts block I learned about 
constellations and how to navigate where to go with the stars. The drawing. I 
liked it because sometimes it would be hard drawings and I like to draw.



My favorite part of the production was the black 
silhouette backdrop.During Arts Block I learned 
how Wayfinders use different elements in nature 
such as the stars, moon, wind and landforms to 
help guide their journeys.My favorite part about 
arts block was when we made the piece of art 

with actual sand. 

To:Mrs. Lea 

From:Alisson



While playing Te Fiti, I felt like a real goddess. The first time I 
performed it I was sweating so much threw my Teka suit. When I 
was transforming, the ocean/sea assemble whispered saying how 
my transformation was amazing and it warmed my heart. When I 
said part of my lines I was very scared but I thought nothing about 
it and I was happy that I could play the main premise in Moana Jr.



I enjoyed being in the play because, the cast was really 
nice, and our Director, Mrs. Ria was a very good 

director. One thing I will always remember is the ‘Shiny” 
song.  I’d like to thank Mrs. Ria for being such a good 

Director. 



I enjoyed being in the play because I got to open and close the door which was 
fun.  One thing I will always remember is ms ria sliping and a wave :(
I’d like to thank ms Wyatt for helping me learn how to do my job.



I enjoyed being in the play because it is like an exciting 
adventure. I liked making new friends. One thing I will 
always remember is that I sang a solo. I’d like to thank 
Ms. Ria for including me in the play and helping me 
practice and get better.



I actually liked when I was apart of production crew because you can 
be part of stage crew, costume crew, and tech crew. I chose tech 
because it was new to me. One thing I will always remember is when I 
just learned how to use the follow spot lights. When I was learning 
how to use the lights, I thought I’d be bad at it, but I was actually not 
that bad.



My favorite part of art block is there i was painting the 
boat it was calming and very fun i love painting the 
water and island.



I enjoyed being in the play because it was fun to stay 
after school and it was really fun to be the left claw 
singing and being able to trap Maui and Moana. I want to 
thank Liney for helping me alot in Shiny when i was 
sick because she filled me in on what to do and what 
to sing.



My favorite part of being in tech was staying after school 
and putting microphones on the actors and tape.  I'd like 
to thank Mrs slatkin for helping me learn how to put 
microphones on people. Overall i enjoyed being in the play.



 My a r e r   t e r ti  s en 
Mo n  a  M i w  t  Ta a’s a ,Mo n  u  
on  “s i y” c o h   ge  T to ’s a n o . :>
Dur g A s B o k  a n  w aw  
te n e ,
Wha  I k  he t o  Ar  Blo  w  
li n  to c il  wi  n  t i g id  
t e l . :)



I enjoyed being part of the play because 
costumes will always have a place in my 

heart. Also to see the costumes come together 
is so cool to see and make.



I enjoyed being in the play because of all the fun things we did. It 
was really fun learning about new things. It was also really fun 
because I got to spent time with my friends and meet new people.



My favorite part of the production was when Moana 
found Maui. Also I liked the different colors that showed 

whenever the next scene was. During Arts Block I 
learned more about the ocean. My favorite part during 

Arts Block is when we made Santa Claus.



The Moana play was a wonderful experience with my 
friends and find out about other people. Usually I don’t 
think that much of a play. Plays are fun but they didn’t 

feel like this one. This felt good because this was my first 
time in a cast. It felt good knowing I had a useful role 

in the play.

I could not stop 
smiling during 
the play.



I enjoyed being in the play because it was fun to be in costume. 
One thing I will always remember is how much time and thought was put in to the 
play. I’d like to thank all of the teachers for helping me learn all of the dances and 
songs.



I really like the tamatoa scene because of the hook and also i really like the design. Also i really 
like when tefiti was transforming because i just thought that i was really cool. And how the grandma dies 
and then she transforms into a ancestor.



The most challenging part of tech crew is that you have to always be on your a game or you will 
get yelled at. You probably do not want to get yelled at .and sleep is a big problem to because you 
have to remember certain things like turn on the breaker and plug that in . tech crew is really fun if 
you can handle the stress and the yelling and the talking and listen and be responsible



               My favorite part of the play was how they used only one actor for tamatoa and the actors who 
sang it was good and the headpiece that they used for the main actor for tamatoa was very realistic like 
they got it from a real shells and barnacles but the only thing that weirded me out that tamatoa was a girl 
in the play and in the movie is a boy but it’s not really big deal.



I enjoyed being in costume because I was able to learn how to make costumes and 
clothing. One thing I will always remember about the play is watching all my 
friends be apart of the main cast. Like Macey being an ancestor as well as Abby, 
Allysa and Liney. I would that to thank Mrs. Casilla’s for helping learn how to 
make costumes! =)   



I enjoyed being in the play because it was fun and 
a cool experience, and was fun to have my 
friends with me.One thing i will always remember 
is Liney singing shiny, that was my favorite part 
of the play, And i’d like to thank Mrs. tarbat for 
helping me learn.      



My favorite part of arts block was learning about currents and getting to know people 
in the other homeroom arts block helped with my patience and wayfinding and 
currents im glad i didnt sign up for anything else.



My favorite part of the production was when the crab was singing and fought 
maui.  During Arts Block I learned how the way finders used the stars, the water, 
and birds.  My favorite part about arts block was when we did the art of the boat 
in the water and the hills in the background.



I enjoyed the play because of the story the comedy the 
adventure. One thing i will always remember is the 
part when Pua and Hei Hei scream and run. I’d like to 
thank Mrs. Slatkin for teaching more about the 
soundboard.



My favorite part of the production was the lights.
During Arts Block I learned that people back in the 
day use to use the stars to find where they are 
going. 
My favorite part about arts block was the art.



I enjoyed doing the play because it was fun i 
wasnt in the play but i was in costumes.

One thing i will always remember is having 
fun in the beginning with my friends and 

Mrs.Casillas. I would like to thank Mrs.Casillas 
for helping me learn more about costumes 

and moanas culture.


